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Sidney Greenslade, age 12 

‘Lucy Locket: Online Disaster’ is a 

brilliant story about friends, 

vlogging and adorable animals! A 

wonderful read and impossible to 

put down!  

‘Lucy Locket: Online Disaster’ is a funny 

and clever book about Lucy Lockwood, a 

girl who has to move from America to 

England when her mum needs a new job 

as a vet. Lucy soon makes new friends: 

Hermione, her "guardian angel", Abby, a 

bubbly drama queen and Jessie, the 

sporty, eager gymnast. But when Lucy 

has an embarrassing mishap which is 

filmed and shared by mean girl Dakota, 

Lucy is sure she will be doomed to eternal 

shame. 

Then a friend from America suggests that Lucy starts vlogging to show 

everyone who she really is. Lucy is certain it will go wrong - surely she'll just 

embarrass herself further? But Lucy is unprepared for just how popular her 

vlogs will become... 

‘Lucy Locket: Online Disaster’ is a wonderful and hilarious tale of fantastic 

friendship and brilliant vlogging! I enjoyed it so much I read the whole book in 

a day with time to spare! I loved the characters, especially Hermione the Harry 

Potter fan and the loveable cat Foghorn. It's an amazing book and I will read it 

again as soon as possible. Super-highly recommended! 



 

Ella Jones, age 11 

When I read a book I want to feel involved and this book dose that. 

With what looks like real emails, texts and vlog plans so you really 

feel like you're in the book with the amazing characters.  

When I (and lots of other people) read a book they want to feel involved and be 

able to relate to the characters, which this book achieves. The book changes 

format to look like real emails, texts and vlog plans so you really feel like you’re 

in the book alongside the amazing characters. It's also filled with doodles and 

pictures so, although it's not, it feels like a journal. The story itself is wonderful, 

funny and descriptive so much so that I read the whole thing in one day! 

 

Miyah Smith, age 10 

I really enjoyed this funny book. It was such a good book that I read 

it in one afternoon and after I had finished I wanted to read more 

and more!  I would certainly like to read more by this author. 

 

Jessica Cobbin, age 9  

This is a super fun book.  At first, you feel really sorry for Lucy and she has 

a horrible girl in her school called Dakota who is really mean to her and she 

stammers, and this makes her embarrassed.  But Lucy makes vlogs and things 

get much better for her.  I found this an easy read and I read it in 2 nights.  I 

think it is good for girls who like stories about friends, and anyone 

who likes going on the computer and looking at youtube. 

 

Ava Sorrell, age 9 

I thought Girls can Vlog was an exciting, fun and unexpected book 

that encourages people to express themselves by doing something 

they love, or something new.  

An unfortunate girl named Lucy has to move house, school and country because 

her Mum gets a job in England. Sadly, she also has to leave her best friend back 

in America, which actually leads to lots more adventures as she no longer has a 

friend to defend her.  

After making new best friends, Abby and Hermione, the girls battle bullies and 

make marvelous progress, but will Lucy learn to fit in?  Will she survive a school 

full of bullies? Will Vlogging change her life? Read on and let the story 



 

transform. 

I thought ‘Girls can Vlog’ was an exciting, fun and unexpected book that 

encourages people to express themselves by doing something they love, or 

something new. 

 

Aminah Kauser, age 10 

I really liked the idea of the book because this book contains two of 

my favourite thing reading and YouTube.  

I liked the way the book was set out, how you can tell when Lucy vlogs and 

when you read about her. I also liked all the characters because some were 

funny and some were really nice and encouraging. 

The tips at the end of the book were awesome and have inspired me to the 

possibility of vlogging. Overall it was a good book and can't wait for the next 

books! 

 

Holly Wilkins, age 12 

Lucy has moved to England from America.  Her first day at school is a disaster 

so she asks her friend in America to help her - she keeps telling her to make an 

online vlog.  Lucy says 'No way, I can't vlog'.  But, with the help of her new 

friends she starts to settle in and her vlogging channel is a success.  

I really liked this book, it was a real page-turner.  Great if you want 

a quick read and it even gives you 10 top tips for vlogging.  I really 

liked the mix of text bubbles, pictures, cartoons, emojis and vlogging scripts 

which are mixed in with the normal chapters. 

I really hope there is going to be a sequel. 

 

Cailin McGhee, age 13 

I enjoyed this book very much, it has a great theme, vlogging, which 

appeals to lots of girls! It also deals with issues such as building 

confidence and friendship.  

I enjoyed this book very much, it has a great theme, vlogging, which appeals to 

lots of girls! It also deals with issues such as building confidence and friendship. 

 



 

Isabelle Wood 

This is a very inspiring book, I enjoyed it so much because it is an 

easy and nice read. I recommend this book to people that love nice exciting 

books. I would rate this 8/10. This is because it also includes tips for making 

your own vlogs. This is handy if you want to start your very own vlogs. To 

conclude I highly recommend this book as I enjoyed it a lot.  

 

Ella Meredith, age 9 

I really enjoyed this book and I would give it 10/10. The age I would 

recommend it to is 7-11.  

Lucy has moved to a new school, which means new house, new friends and new 

enemies. The first day of school is a catastrophe, so her friend suggests 

vlogging. Little does Lucy know, it might actually help. 

My favourite part was when one of the characters asks Lucy out. 

 

Ellie Dovey   

Girls Can Vlog is about a girl called Lucy who moves from America to England 

forcing her to leave behind her family and best friend Morgan. Lucy has a hard 

time starting at her new school thanks to Dakota (the most popular girl in the 

school) and her friends, who post an embarrassing video of Lucy on her first 

day meeting her new best friends Hermione, Abby and Jessie. From that, Lucy 

has an idea, with help from her friend Morgan, to create videos herself which 

subsequently leads Lucy to go from online shame to YouTube fame! I would 

give this book  9/10 as it is a lot like the Girl Online books by Zoe 

Sugg but with a twist which makes you want to keep reading more 

and more. My favourite character is Abby because she is so over dramatic and 

bubbly she seems such a nice person to be around. The best thing was that the 

book feels real so it makes you think that it is about someone's life.   

 

Lauren Harris, age 13      

The book Girls Can Vlog, Lucy Locket Online Disaster is a great book 

encouraging people to follow their dreams, try new hobbies and to 

not let anyone hold you back. The story centres around a girl named Lucy 

who tries a new hobby – Vlogging and the outcome which is surprising! Her 

friends support her even though she does find it hard to speak out about how she 



 

feels. I think the book is aimed at teenage girls. I personally love watching 

YouTube so it was a great read for me and because a lot of teenagers love 

YouTube, I think it would appeal to them too.   

 

Romilly, age 9  

A very funny book that even my big sister loved! I loved this book, because I love 

watching things like Zoella and Alfie. The story is about a girl called Lucy 

who has to go to a new school and all the things that happen to her 

it’s really funny, even my big sister loved it!  


